What to Do On the Worst Day of Your Life
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1 Samuel 30:6  David on the worst day of his life!
He ____________________________ in the Lord!

II Kings 4:8-37  Elisha the Prophet and the woman from Shunem

i. The Day Of ___________________. V8
ii. The Day Of ___________________. V11
iii. The Day Of ___________________. V 18

The woman was singularly focused on the ________________________.
She spoke out what was ________, and what she believed the Prophet would do.

James 1:2-4 refers to the _____________ of your faith

Joshua 1 has many promises of _____________; Joshua 12 records ____________ that were ____________.

Consider Jews in adversity during the Babylonian Captivity:

-Psalms 137:1-4
-Ezekiel 1:1

Hebrews 10:35, 36  you need __________________ to obtain ________________________________!

Genesis 41:51b, 52  Joseph names his 2 sons born in Egypt: Manasseh and Ephraim

    In adversity, God brings:
    1. such ____________________ as to forget the pain
    2. greater ___________________________ because of it

In Conclusion, what do you do on the worst day of your life?

1. ____________________________ yourself in the Lord!
2. Focus on _______________________.
3. Work hard ________________________ in what Jesus has done
4. ____________________________ the truth!